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2018

MAGIC HAPPENS AT
CHELTENHAM FOR
NORSE DANCER

PETHER’S
POTENTIAL
FIRST CROP FOALS ARE A BIG HIT

T H E  F U L L
BRESILIAN
YORTON BREEDERS CLUB

DOES DEAUVILLE

BLOODSTOCK SALES 
SOAR IN FRANCE & IRELAND
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Breeding Winners
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is at the heart of everything we do

Breeding Winners
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As we write this, the Yorton team has just arrived back from 

Ireland, buoyant with the success of the sales of British-bred 

foals and in particular those by our stallions Blue Bresil and 

Norse Dancer who sold beyond our expectations. It is of particular 

pleasure to us that breeders who have supported the development 

of our stallion roster are being repaid at the sales ring and we look 

forward to this continuing in 2018.

It would be nice to think that the sales results are representing a 

shift in the fortunes of British National Hunt breeding and that UK 

bred stock will become more in demand. Some excellent stallions 

have been retired to the British National Hunt studs in the last 

couple of seasons including this year’s additions of Jack Hobbs 

and Dartmouth, and of course the ‘Kayf Tara effect’ continues to 

fly the flag for British Breeding.

At Arqana in July, the first Universal store offered at public auction 

was snapped up by one of the leading French trainers Francois 

Nicolle. Both our British-bred stores were bought by French 

trainers.

It has been great to see that the rewards offered by the MOPS 

scheme is having a tangible impact on the trade of fillies. Breeders 

are getting behind the scheme and the fact that at the time of 

going to print there are 52 NH MOPS registered fillies offered at 

Goffs January Sale is a testament to the work done by the TBA.

We believe that in order to encourage more breeders into the 

game, we need to highlight the fun and involvement that people 

can have at the grass roots level of our sport, where the great 

racecourse heroes begin life, at the stud. Alongside our Breeders 

Club initiative we have extended our support to Bangor-On-Dee 

Racecourse in the form of a long running contract as official 

partners of the Owners and Trainers facility. Through a series of 

films offering a glimpse into the fun of breeding and the early 

years of a racehorse, we hope that this may inspire more people to 

get involved.

Back on home turf we are pleased that our in-house Equine 

Reproduction vet Birte Bauer has committed to the 2018 breeding 

season, building on the service offered to breeders in 2017. You 

can read about the benefits offered by our in-house vet on the 

following pages. As the only National Hunt Stud in the country to 

offer an on-site veterinary service, our breeders can be sure of our 

commitment to getting even the most complex mare in foal.

It was a big blow to everyone when we lost the great Sulamani at 

the beginning of 2017. Thanks to his global legacy, he will not be 

forgotten quickly and on a local level the Yorton Breeders Club 

have opted to put a four-year-old filly by him into the hands of 

up-and-coming trainer Oliver Greenall for 2018.

Yanworth, Magic Dancer and a whole host of Blue Bresil black 

type performers including Mick Jazz and Saint Goustan Blue have 

continued to put our stallions on the map. As you will see, the first 

crop of foals by Pether’s Moon are showing the class of their sire 

and feedback from breeders has been extremely good in terms of 

athleticism and good temperament.

2018 heralds the arrival of Clovis Du Berlais’ first crop of foals. Our 

hope is that he can secure the legacy of Kings Theatre, but with 

the first arrival due in January to the half-sister of triple Grade 1 

winner Valseur Lido, we are all waiting with bated breath……

This was how Tattersalls Ireland described the National Hunt foal 
trade at their November Sale. 

David & Teresa Futter

Incredible, Explosive,
Sensational…
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Yorton 2017
A Year in National Hunt

TBA Foal Show  •  Yorton Breeders Club Goes Pointing  •  Sponsors of Bangor-on-Dee Owners & Trainers Facility  

Around The French Farms  •  Viewing Young Stock at Yorton with Britain's Leading National Hunt Trainers   

Celebrating The TBA's Centenary  •  Our First Runner in France with Dan Skelton
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Your Route to 
Pregnancy Success
Since 2017, Yorton is proud not only to call itself a stud, but also a registered veterinary 

practice. As our business has grown it has become increasingly important to us that 

horses entrusted by their breeders receive not only the highest standard of daily care 

and welfare, but also close veterinary management . All foals receive the best start in 

life and any horse requiring immediate veterinary attention receives it.

We are delighted to welcome back Birte Bauer for a second year. She brings all 

the benefits of her extensive experience from one of Germany’s leading Equine 

Reproduction Centres. Offering flexible fertility management for each mare, you can 

be sure that your mare will be given every opportunity to get in-foal, not to mention the 

additional benefits of having a vet on site 24hrs a day, seven days a week.

Veterinary Focus

Having a vet living on site means no call out fees 

when immediate veterinary attention is required.

Yorton offers 
breeders an 

exemplary, seamless 
service and a high 

standard of equine 
health care.
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The benefits for 
broodmares

During routine stud work we are able to manage individual 

mares and develop flexible breeding plans to suit. For example 

this may mean early detection and successful removal of a twin 

pregnancy. In 2017, we achieved a 100% survival rate at 28 days. 

In situations where mares are difficult to get in-foal, having 

an in-house vet gives us the opportunity to treat them at the 

optimal time. These benefits contribute to excellent pregnancy 

rates for visiting mares at Yorton.

There are also benefits for breeders themselves. These include 

direct communication on veterinary matters and our Fertility 

Package to make the route to success as cost effective as 

possible. During cases requiring immediate veterinary attention 

having a vet on-site can mean the difference between life and 

death. We are also pleased to pass on the cost benefits to 

owners of no call out fees.

General health and 
welfare of horses

Our state-of-the-art foaling unit and well-trained foaling team 

managed by our veterinary professional offers the best start in life.

To keep our clinical and welfare standards high, we have added 

a blood machine to our intensive care foaling unit alongside our 

own high quality colostrum and plasma bank which will be a great 

benefit to the well-being of the foals at Yorton.

Yorton's Yard Manager, Rachael Weaver
tending one of Blue Bresil's first UK foals

Full and consistent veterinary 

care of your horses under one roof. 

Your best route to success.

Leading the field in National Hunt breeding
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Sun, Sea and Sales 
Excitement in Deauville

Ownership numbers need to grow, no doubt. But, even if the 
economic climate is not right for foal crops to rise sharply, 
fresh blood in the ranks of breeders would also be welcome
to put the future of the industry on a surer footing.

So doff your cap – or, perhaps more appropriately in the 

circumstances, beret – to David Futter, the master of Yorton 

Farm in Welshpool who has been in Deauville this week giving 

18 newcomers a taste of the excitement and glamour of the 

bloodstock world.

The members of the Yorton Breeders Club have attended the 

Arqana Summer Sale and experienced vicariously some of the 

thrill and intrigue of selling horses, as Futter was helping to 

oversee three of the farm’s charges go through the ring.

Yorton Breeders Club
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They have also experienced the best of Normandy: a visit to 

the picturesque Haras du Thenney to inspect the stallions; an 

excursion to the equally pretty Clairefontaine racecourse; and 

evenings out sampling the region’s gastronomic delights in 

Deauville’s lively restaurant scene.

The FRBC [French Racing and Breeding Committee] and Arqana 

provided considerable help with the itinerary.

“What goes on in every farm 
is extremely exciting but 
those of us involved take it 
for granted and think it’s 
normal.”

“The team at the stud came up with the concept of the Yorton 

Breeders Club to give people from outside the industry an opening 

to get involved in a pleasant way,” explained Futter. “So we’ve held 

open days, organised visits to Dan Skelton’s yard and brought 

them over to the farm to see the horses."

“We’ve leased two broodmares to the club on a free basis and the 

members get to choose which stallions they go to – no pressure 

about using Yorton Farm stallions of course! – and they are sent 

videos of the foals and mares and we teach them about foaling, 

scans and so on. We’re there to give them a taster of what goes on 

in a stud farm.”

There is a big launch party each year, with frequent get-togethers 

to follow. Last year, champion jockey Richard Johnson was the 

club’s ambassador.

“What goes on in every farm is extremely exciting but those of us 

involved take it for granted and think it’s normal,” Futter said. “So 

what we’re doing is demonstrating that to people and saying come 

and get involved - be a part of it.

“That may lead to them investing in the industry, although there is 

absolutely no hard sell. But we can help and guide them through 

if they do choose to become more involved. We would also be 

delighted to help other studs if they were interested in running 

similar clubs.”

After a short break in the Normandy sunshine, Futter has 18 happy 

club members surely more inclined to invest in thoroughbreds in 

future.

“Well, they all want to sign up 

again next year and no one 

has dropped out, so that’s a 

good sign,” he said. “But we’ll 

also listen to what they say 

and adapt the club to make it 

what they want.”
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Yorton 2017
A Year in National Hunt

Baden Baden Sales  •  Royal Ascot  •  Breeders Club Racing at Aintree  •  Virgilio, Dreams of Grand National 2018  

Cheltenham Festival   •  Yorton Breeders Club Party  •  Welcoming Overseas Agents and Trainers
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What a fantastic day 
members of the Yorton 
Breeders Club were treated 
to on Becher Chase Day 
at Aintree on Saturday. 
Aintree, pulled out all the 
stops for us, as we watched 
some super racing from a 
hospitality box over looking 
the winning post.  

However, the day for me 
was tinged with slight 
disappointment (which 
it must be said, I got over 
very quickly) as we had 
planned to run Virgilio in 
the ‘Many Clouds’ race, but 
unfortunately the ground 
went against us. Virgilio 
has been a super horse for 
us and we are particularly 
proud that he was the first 
horse to be ‘syndicated’ by 
Yorton and we have been 
a part of it! He particularly 
enjoys running at Aintree, 
already having won there 
3 times in his career and if 
Dave, myself and Andrew 
have our way, he may well 
be running in a very well 
known steeplechase held 
at Aintree in April. Now that 

would be a day out for us.

Chris Edwards
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Clovis Du Berlais

Securing a Legacy 
The only stallion son of King’s Theatre in the UK & Ireland

Yorton Stud added a new recruit to its ranks for the 2017 

breeding season after purchasing Clovis Du Berlais in a deal 

brokered by bloodstock agent Richard Venn.

The five-year-old son of King's Theatre, a half-brother to Grade 

3 Paddy Power Gold Cup hero Caid Du Berlais, was trained by 

Robert Collet to win over both hurdles and fences in France.

He is out of Kenza Du Berlais, who is herself out of the Listed 

winner Chica Bonita and is a half-sister to three black type 

winners over jumps, including Isis Du Berlais, Enzo Du Berlais 

and Karoo Du Berlais.

She is also from the same family as Grade 1 and multiple black 

type winner Bonito Du Berlais and Grade 

2 Game Spirit Chase winner Mr 

Mole and multiple Grade 2 

winner Nikita Du Berlais.

Clovis Du Berlais 

finished placed in a 

number of Graded 

events, including 

when runner-

up to Bonito Du 

Berlais in last 

year's Grade 2 Prix 

Amadou at Auteuil.

Yorton Farm's David 

Futter said: "Having 

experienced the demand for 

Great Pretender when he stood for a 

season at Yorton, we feel extremely fortunate to have been able 

to secure another son of King's Theatre to serve the British 

breeding industry."

"If you look at the top jump stallions' table in France, it's 

dominated by horses that have performed over jumps with Saint 

Des Saints, Kapgarde, Nickname and Balko who are currently 

filling four of the top six positions. We believe that Clovis du 

Berlais has all the right credentials to be a great success for the 

British breeder."

"He is a strong, athletic stamp of a horse. Trainer Robert Collet 

was responsible for successfully guiding him through his career. 

He was unlucky to come up against some of the outstanding 

horses of his generation in France including Blue Dragon and 

Bonito du Berlais, both multiple Grade 1 and Grade 2 winners."

"His arrival comes at a time when the National Hunt industry 

is showing all the positive signs of growth thanks to steps 

implemented by the TBA including fillies races and MOPS 

scheme, which is not only encouraging new breeders to join the 

industry, but is important in widening the appeal of the sport."

"We're excited to stand Clovis 
Du Berlais, he complements 
our existing roster and 
offering British breeders 
choice is integral to how we 
are developing the stud."
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WON  Prix de Saint-Maixent (Chase)

WON  Prix Paul’s Cray (Hurdles) 

2nd   Prix Amadou Gr.3 (Hurdles)

2nd   Prix Le Parisien Gr.3 (Hurdles) 

3rd   Prix de Pepinvast (Hurdles)

BORN: 2011     /     HEIGHT: 16.2HH     /     STUD FEE FOR 2018:  £2,250 1ST OCTOBER

KING'S THEATRE KENZA DU BERLAIS

Sadler's Wells Regal Beauty Kahyasi Chica Bonita

Northern 
Dancer

Fairy
Bridge

Princely
Native

Dennis Belle
Ile De

Bourbon
Kadissya Badayoun Chinca

In the top 6 positions 

on the leading jumps 

sire list in France at 

the moment, 4 raced 

over jumps before 

becoming top class 

NH stallions (Saint 

des Saints, Kapgarde, 

Balko and Nickname).

race
record
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First Grade 1 Winner 
For Blue Bresil From 
His First Crop
Mick Jazz wins the Ryanair Hurdle Gr.1, Leopardstown
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Mick Jazz wins the Ryanair Hurdle Gr.1, Leopardstown
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Blue Bresil
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In a race where Faugheen looked set to sparkle, there was a 

shock result in the Grade 1 Ryanair Hurdle at Leopardstown 

as Mick Jazz landed the spoils and became the first top-level 

jumps winner for his sire Blue Bresil in the process.

The 2015 Champion Hurdle hero Faugheen was the one to beat 

but he was pulled up and dismounted by Paul Townend when 

well beaten. That left Cilaos Emery and Mick Jazz to fight it out 

and it was the latter who used every ounce of his reserves to 

win by a length and a quarter.

Blue Bresil, a 12-year-old son of Smadoun based at Yorton 

Farm Stud, has previously made an impact with his jumps-bred 

runners including the useful hurdler Ibis Du Rheu and dual 

Grade 2 winner Le Prezien, who came within two and a quarter 

lengths of scoring at the top level when finishing second to 

Yorkhill in the 2016 Mersey Novices' Hurdle at Aintree.

Previously based in France at Haras de la Croix Sonnet before 

joining Yorton Farm for the 2016 breeding season, Blue Bresil 

has been well represented in the jumps sphere in France where 

he has been responsible for a host of classy performers includ-

ing Grade 3 scorer Saint Goustan Blue.

Mick Jazz was bred by Gaelle Albert out of the winning Siam 

mare Mick Maya and is her most notable runner to date. Mick 

Jazz is a half-brother to Mick Maestro, who made a winning 

Mick Jazz a First Grade 1 
Winner For Blue Bresil 
With Ryanair Victory

debut for Tom George and the Crossed Fingers Partnership in a 

Towcester bumper last year.

Mick Maya has also produced an unraced two-year-old sister 

to Mick Jazz named Mick Melody.

Having begun his career in France, Mick Jazz joined Harry Fry 

in the winter of 2014, and placed behind Old Guard and Top 

Notch in two Newbury hurdle races. He was pulled up behind 

Old Guard in the 2015 Greatwood Hurdle after suffering atrial 

fibrillation of the heart.

The gelding was next seen at the 2016 Goffs UK August Horses 

In Training Sale where he was offered as part of the Potensis 

dispersal. He was snapped up for £27,000 by Aidan O'Ryan and 

Gordon Elliott, for whom he has gone from strength to strength 

winning a Listed contest prior to his first Grade 1 success.

Having covered books of 137 and 131 the past two years, Blue 

Bresil still has plenty of runners to come over jumps who can 

further enhance his growing reputation as an exciting young 

jumps sire.

By Zoe Vicarage

Yorton Farm Stud resident is also the sire of 
Le Prezien and Ibis Du Rheu
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Blue Bresil

8 individual black type winners from his first

three limited crops and more talented

young performers coming through

Sire of winners 

of 54 races over 

jumps in france, 

gb and Ireland.

€29,750
AVERAGE PRICE FOR FIRST 

UK FOALS TO HIT THE SALES AT 
TATTERSALLS IRELAND

The Full Bresilian 
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BORN: 2005     /     HEIGHT: 16.2HH     /     STUD FEE FOR 2018:  £4,500 1ST OCTOBER

SMADOUN MISS RECIF

Kaldou Mossma Exit To Nowhere Miss Bresil

Caro Katana Tip Moss Ticma Irish River
Coupe De 

Folie
Bellypha Pharlotte
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“ “Norse Dancer should 
be taken seriously as a 
leading jumps sire
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Norse Dancer

Norse Dancer now sire of
2 winners at Cheltenham
and a Grade 1 winner

Norse Dancer now sire of 2 winners at Cheltenham and now a Grade 1 winner. Arguably the best value 

proven National Hunt Stallion available in UK under £3,000.

National Hunt Runners

YANWORTH

2017/18  

 WON Dipper Novices’ Chase Gr.2, Cheltenham

 2nd       Berkshire Novices' Chase Gr.2, Newbury

 WON  Best Mate Beginners Chase, Exeter

 WON Ryanair Liverpool Stayers Hurdle Gr.1, Aintree

 WON Kingway Hurdle Gr.2, Wincanton  

2016  

 WON  Coral  Hurdle Gr.2 Ascot

 2nd  (to Yorkhill) Neptune Novices’ Hurdle Gr.1 Cheltenham

2015  

 WON  Neptune Management Novices’ Hurdle Gr.2 Cheltenham 

 WON  Supreme Bet Novices' Hurdle Gr.2 Ascot

Yanworth in action

Sire of multiple bumper 
winners from a limited
National Hunt crop.

race
record
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BORN: 2000     /     HEIGHT: 16.1HH     /     STUD FEE FOR 2018:  £2,800 1ST OCTOBER

HALLING RIVER PATROL

Diesis Dance Machine Rousillon Boathouse

Sharpen Up Doubly Sure
Green 

Dancer
Never A 

Lady
Riverman

Belle
Dorinne

Habitat Ripeck

Norse Dancer now sire of
2 winners at Cheltenham
and a Grade 1 winner

race
record

Won 4 races at 2-5 years and £729,552

WON  Earl of Sefton Stakes Gr.3, Newmarket

WON  Sovereign Stakes Gr.3, Salisbury

2nd  King George VI & Queen 

Elizabeth Stakes, Gr.1, Newbury

2nd International Stakes Gr.1, York

2nd Irish Champion Stakes Gr.1, Leopardstown

3rd 2000 Guineas Gr.1, Newmarket

3rd Sussex Gr.1, Goodwood

3rd Lockinge Stakes Gr.1, Newbury
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Pether's Moon

Pether's
Potential
Delighting breeders with
his first crop of foals.

Pether's Moon x Fontaine Riant

Pether's Moon x Sweet Robina

Group 1 winner of the Coronation Cup in 2015, beating Flintshire and Dolniya. An outstanding son of Dylan 

Thomas, sire of 7 Gr.1 winners and also winners of 71 National Hunt races including black type performers 

Dane King, Vercingetorix and Swansea Mile.

Pether's Moon x Bochafina

"Producing strong, athletic foals

in the mould of their sire, we’ll be

back to use him in 2018."
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BORN: 2010     /     HEIGHT: 16.2HH     /     STUD FEE FOR 2018:  £2,250 1ST OCTOBER

DYLAN THOMAS SOFTLY TREAD

Danehill Lagrion Tirol Second Guess

Danzig Razyana Diesis Wrap It Up Thatching Alpine Niece Ela-Mana-Mou
Warning 
Sound

WON  Coronation St Gr.1, Epsom, 1m4f 

WON  Glorious St Gr.3, Goodwood, 1m4f 

WON  Bhosphorus Cup Gr.2, Velifendi, 1m4f

WON  Cumberland Lodge St Gr.3, Ascot,1m4f

WON  Winners are Welcome St LR, Kempton, 1m4f 

2nd Jockey Club St Gr.2, Newmarket, 1m4f

2nd Carey Group LR, Ascot, 1m4f

2nd John Porter St Gr.3, Newbury, 1m4f

3rd Hardwick St Gr.2, Ascot, 1m4f

3rd Prince of Wales St Gr.2, Newmarket 1m4f

3rd Jockey Club Stakes Gr.2, Newmarket, 1m4f

race
record

Won 7 races  /  Lifetime earnings £584,391
21 starts:  7 wins, 6 seconds, 4 thirds
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Universal

Outstanding looking son of Dubawi. His first crop of National Hunt runners hit the track 

in 2018. We look forward to following their progress.

Out of a Giant’s 

Causeway half-sister

to a Cheveley

Park winner

The first Universal store to be offered at public auction 

Universal x Asola Blue Realised €32,000 at Arquana

July Sale. Purchased by Francois Nicolle

Universal x Emmaslegend

TBA foal Show Stars of 

Tomorrow 2017

"Universal was recommended to 

me and since I started looking 

into him he's looked good value 

for money for a new sire. He's a 

nice, big sort. As a racehorse he 

showed he was very tough and 

had a really nice way of doing 

things in his races. He looks one 

to look forward to."

Sam Thomas

Won the
Gr.2 Jockey
Club Stakes
in a faster
time than
Al Kazeem
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BORN: 2009     /     HEIGHT: 16.1HH     /     STUD FEE FOR 2018:  £2,500 1ST OCTOBER

DUBAWI WINESONG

Dubai Millennium Zomaradah Giants Causeway Sunset Cafe

Seeking
The Gold

Colorado 
Dancer

Deploy Jawaha
Storm

Cat
Mariah's

Storm
Red Sunset Cafe Au Lait

WON    Princess Of Wales’ Stakes, Gr.2, Newmarket 

(beating two Gr.1 winners)

WON  Jockey Club Stakes, Gr.2, Newmarket

WON  John Porter Stakes, Gr.3, Newbury

WON  Handicap, Epsom

3rd  Hardwicke Stakes Gr.2, Royal Ascot

race
record

Won 7 races at 3 and 4 years (10-12f) 
and £256, 274.TF 121
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Visit us at Yorton
Yorton Stud

Poolton House Leighton,

Welshpool, Powys

SY21 8HJ

Call Us: 01938 559648

Mobile: 07860 670184

Email: info@yortonfarm.co.uk

Directions from Shrewsbury

•  Follow the A5 bypass in the direction of Oswestry. You will reach 

a roundabout with an exit signed to Welshpool A458.

•  Take the A458 and follow for approximately 16 miles until you 

arrive in Buttingdon.

•  Opposite the Green Dragon Pub in Buttingdon turn left onto 

B4388 (signed to Leighton).

•  Follow the B4388 for approx. 3 miles, after Leighton School you 

will see some iron railings on the left and then a Yorton Farm 

Stud sign on the next left turn.

Birmingham
Shrewsbury

Cheltenham

Liverpool
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Join us online in 2018

Here’s an easy way to find out more about National Hunt Breeding.

Throughout 2018 we ‘ll be posting videos and podcasts capturing life on the stud farm from the foaling unit to the covering barn, our 

travels to sales and farms sourcing future stars and meet some of the familiar faces from the racing world along the way.

Why not head over to www.yortonfarm.co.uk and subscribe to our updates.

Find your winner.
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David & Teresa Futter
Yorton, Poolton, Leighton SY21 8HJ

Telephone: 01938 559648  |  Mobile: 07860 670184

info@yortonfarm.co.uk  |  www.yortonfarm.co.uk




